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Inflammatory signals called prostaglandins (PGs)
facilitate induction of the febrile response to infection.
Fever-alleviating drugs are used by millions of people
every day and act by inhibiting cyclooxygenase (COX),
which catalyses the first step in the formation of PGs
from arachidonic acid. But the use of COX inhibitors is
associated with severe side effects that are probably
related to their non-specific effects on the synthesis of
several PGs. Targeting PGs that are specifically involved
in eliciting fever might permit the development of anti-
pyretic drugs with an improved safety profile. A study
published recently in Nature Neuroscience brings us
one step closer to realizing this goal.

A team led by Anders Blomqvist investigated the
role of microsomal prostaglandin E synthase-1
(mPges1) — which catalyses the second step in Pge2
production — in the febrile response, by knocking out
its expression in mice. Mutant mice were
indistinguishable from their wild-type littermates
under normal physiological conditions. However,
differences emerged following immune challenge with
bacterial cell-wall lipopolysaccharide (LPS). Shortly
after injection of LPS, the core body temperature of
wild-type mice increased significantly and remained
elevated for about six hours. By contrast, the
temperature of immune-challenged mPges1-deficient
mice did not differ from that of saline-injected
controls. Direct injection of Pge2 into brains of
mutants elicited a robust febrile response, confirming
that these mPges1-deficient mice retained the capacity
to respond to the product of mPges1 activity.

Levels of Pge2 in cerebrospinal fluid after
administration of LPS mimicked the temperature
pattern, increasing in wild-type subjects and remaining
static in their mutant counterparts. Incubation of
brain homogenates from immune-challenged mice
with the substrate of mPges1, Pgh2 , showed that these

responses were correlated with enzymatic activity, or
lack thereof, in the microsomal fraction. Reverse
transcription-polymerase chain reaction was used to
confirm that the physiological effects of LPS injection
were due to differential expression of mPges1 in brain
homogenates of wild-type and mutant mice.

Interestingly, expression of another PG-synthesizing
enzyme — mPges2 — was not upregulated by immune
challenge of wild-type mice, indicting that mPges1 is
specifically involved in facilitating fever. Similarly, the
response of Cox2 to LPS injection was not affected by
the mPges1 mutation, being upregulated in both
mutant and wild-type mice. These results show that,
unlike present-generation COX inhibitors, compounds
that target mPges1 should specifically inhibit the
synthesis of fever-inducing Pge2, without affecting the
production of other PGs.

In a related study in The Journal of Physiology,
Andrej Romanovsky and colleagues identified another
new mediator of the febrile response. They showed that
platelet-activating factor (PAF) has pyrogenic activity
and mediates LPS-induced fever. Peripheral injection
with PAF caused the body temperature of rats to
increase. This increase was more pronounced following
administration of a physiologically relevant form of PAF
(that is, PAF complexed with bovine serum albumin)
compared with free PAF. The PAF receptor antagonist
BN 52021 attenuated these febrile responses, as well as
fever resulting from challenge with LPS, but it remains
to be established whether PAF and its receptor are valid
targets for the development of new anti-pyretics.
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BACking brain research
•http://www.gensat.org 
Nature recently published the
first fruits of GENSAT (Gene
Expression Nervous System
Atlas), a project based at
Rockefeller University that
aims to provide a complete
gene expression map of the
mouse brain. 

The project team are using
a library of bacterial artificial
chromosomes (BACs) to
generate transgenic mouse
lines in which the expression
of a reporter gene
recapitulates the expression
pattern of an endogenous
gene. The advantage of
BACs over plasmid or viral
gene transfer vectors is that
they are large enough to
accommodate entire genes,
including all of their regulatory
sequences. The reporter
gene product fills the entire
cell, so it is possible to study
connectivity as well as gene
expression. 

So far, the expression
patterns of around 150 genes
have been mapped at various
stages of development and
postnatal life. The results can
be found on the GENSAT
web site. A table of the
available histological images
is provided for each gene. A
mouse click on the relevant
thumbnail rapidly brings up a
larger image that can be
scrutinized at single-cell
resolution using the Image
Navigator tool. 

The database can be
searched by gene name, 
and it also recognizes
identification codes from
other databases, including
LocusLink or Genbank. Many
of the images are annotated,
and these annotations can be
also searched to find genes
that are expressed in specific
brain structures and cell
types.

Although reporter gene
expression should precisely
reproduce the native gene
expression pattern in most
cases, the researchers are
verifying their results using
more conventional
techniques. The result will be
a comprehensive atlas that is
not only an invaluable
resource for researchers, but
is also fascinating to explore. 
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